Graph based codes such as low density parity check (LDPC) codes have been shown promising for the information reconciliation phase in quantum key distribution (QKD). However, existing graph coding schemes have not fully utilized the properties of the QKD channel. In this work, we first investigate the channel statistics for discrete variable (DV) QKD based on energytime entangled photons. We then establish a so-called balanced modulation scheme that is promising for this channel. Based on the modulation, we propose a joint local-global graph coding scheme that is expected to achieve good error-correction performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unconditional security in data communication is currently being deployed in commercial applications. Nonetheless, it faces a number of important challenges such as secret key rate, distance, size, cost and practical security. Quantum communications promise to deliver unprecedented levels of security, and to fundamentally change how we transmit and process sensitive data. An important phase of quantum communications is the Quantum Key Distribution (QKD).
QKD offers a physically secure way for effectively sharing an encryption key over a quantum communication channel observed by an eavesdropper. QKD protocols based on energytime entangled photons have been studied due to their ability to provide a higher secure key rate by carrying multiple bits per entangled photon pair and resulting in higher information efficiency per channel [1] . Energy-time entangled photons as a secure QKD platform are theoretically proven to offer physically unconditional security for key generation [2] . Information reconciliation is an important phase in QKD protocols, where error-correction codes are applied to ensure that the two parties share an identical random sequence that is used as private key for one-time-pad encrypted communication.
Graph based codes such as irregular LDPC and spatiallycoupled (SC) LDPC codes have been considered for information reconciliation [3] , [4] . In particular, in [3] , layered coding based on splitting the joint channel into channels for each bit layer, according to the chain rule of mutual information, offers a key rate higher than that of joint coding (treating the concatenation of bits as the bit-stream). Avoiding high latency to keep pace with the speed at which raw key is generated has become increasingly more important, see, e.g., [5] , [6] . Layered coding is computationally challenging in the finite-length regime, especially when the number of bits per symbol increases, due to the dependencies between layers and the unexplored discrepancy between the asymptotic analysis and the finite-length code construction [7] . Non-binary graph codes, e.g., NB-LDPC codes, have been shown to offer better performance than binary codes at the same rate. However, the complexity of iterative decoders for NB-LDPC codes on a Galois field GF(q) is typically of an order of magnitude O(q log q) higher than that for binary LDPC codes, which leads to a significantly higher latency that prohibits them from practical implementations [8] . In order to possess both reliability and low complexity, we therefore propose a so-called "joint local-global coding" scheme that combines local binary graph codes and global non-binary graph codes together. This coding scheme not only allows a low latency parallel implementation of iterative decoding, but also provide significant flexibility in the code design.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Information Reconciliation
In the time-bin protocol [1] , energy-time entangled photon pairs are generated by Alice or a third party: one photon out of this pair is delivered to Bob over a quantum channel while the other one is retained by Alice. The information is encoded to photon arrival time that should be identical for entangled photons; hence Alice and Bob record the arrival time of the detected photons with a synchronized clock. The time domain is divided into non-overlapping frames and each frame consists of 2 M bins of an identical length, thus each arrival time is represented by a M -bit symbol on GF(2 M ). Detections in a frame where both Alice and Bob have exactly one detection are regarded effective and others are discarded.
The sequences that Alice and Bob receive are supposed to be identical if the environment is perfect. However, in practical implementation, they suffer from time jitter in detector electronics, which results in discrepancies between the recorded sequences. Furthermore, the loss of one of the photons in each pair or accidental concurrent detections for a given frame may also pose an error in the data stream. A raw data-stream from our testbed is shown in Fig. 1 and the cases affecting reliable communication are annotated. From the previous discussion, the raw sequence recorded by Bob is essentially a noisy version of that recorded by Alice. Therefore, Bob is able to "decode" the sequence of Alice, which later on will be used as the private key for secure communication between Alice and Bob, through error correction coding. This process is known as "information conciliation".
B. Channel Characterization
In the information reconciliation phase, the sequences obtained by Alice and Bob are X N and Y N , respectively, where X, Y ∈ GF(2 M ) and N is the sequence length. A syndrome R = HX is sent to Bob so that he is able to recover X from R and Y , where H is the parity check matrix of a code over GF(2 M ).
We observe that the channel fits into a mixture of Gaussian distribution and uniform distribution, as is shown in Fig. 2 , which is simplified as the following transitional probability:
where σ and β are parameters determining the strength of the local Gaussian channel and the global uniform channel, respectively, and c is a normalization constant. This is also the local-global channel described in [3] . A closer inspection of errors suggests that the local channel and the global channel are caused by different error sources, referred to as the local errors and the global errors, respectively. Local errors originate from timing jitters and synchronization errors in photon detection. Under local errors, the two photons from the same pair fall into different but close enough bins within the same frame. Global errors are caused by channel losses, and accidental concurrent detections of stray photons not associated with any entangled photon pairs. Within-frame multi-photon detections also contribute to global errors. Experimental results show that there exists a nontrivial dependency between the bin width vs. the fraction of local errors and the global errors, as well as the number of bits per symbol. For each selected field size, a bin width is chosen to optimize the raw symbol error rate.
III. MODULATION AND CODING SCHEMES
In Section II-B, we have discussed the QKD channel model. In this section, we present a so-called "joint local-global coding" scheme for efficient error correction of local and global errors in this channel.
A. Balanced Modulation
In this subsection, we investigate the modulation scheme, the so-called "balanced modulation", which is appropriate for the proposed joint coding scheme presented in the next subsection. Claim 1. A good modulation scheme A for the channel discussed in Section II-B maps 0, 1, · · · , 2 M − 1 to GF(2 M ), and is expected to possess the following properties and is referred to as a balanced modulation.
1) The neighboring symbols have few distinct bits.
2) When considering the l-th level bit string in isolation, i.e., s l = A(1) l , A(2) l , · · · , A(2 M ) l , the number of runs within each s l should be as small as possible.
The first property is natural for channels possessing high locality. To motivate the second property, we consider the following example.
Example 1. When M = 4, the Gray code-based modulation maps 0, 1, · · · , 15 to 0000, 0001, 0011, 0010, 0110, 0111, 0101, 0100, 1100, 1101, 1111, 1110, 1010, 1011, 1001, 1000, respectively. In the balanced distribution, 0, 1, · · · , 15 are mapped to 0000, 0001, 0011, 0111, 1111, 1110, 1100, 1000, 1001, 1011, 1010, 0010, 0110, 0100, 0101, 1101, respectively. Denote the error probability of the least significant bit (LSB) for these two modulations by p G e and p B , respectively, where (1−p 0 ) denotes the raw symbol error rate. We see that p G e ∼ 1−p0 2 (even if the other bits are perfectly correct) and p B e ∼ 5 8 p G e . Therefore, the FER contributed by the erroneous decoding of LSB in the Gray coded modulation is a bottleneck for bit-level encoding.
Generally, a good M -bit balanced modulation should make the bit error probability on each bit close to 1−p0 M , which not only removes the burden of designing ultra low rate codes for the LSB in the Gray coded modulation, but also simplifies the code design since using the same constituent binary code for each bit-level in the joint local-global coding scheme (to be specified later) is sufficient for a code with good FER.
B. Joint Local-Global LDPC Codes
The Tanner graph of a joint local-global graph code is indicated by Fig. 3 
There are two types of check nodes (CNs): the set of local CNs, denoted by A L , and the set of global CNs, denoted by A G .
The local CNs are further partitioned into M groups, represented by A l , 1 ≤ l ≤ M , respectively. CNs in A l only connect to the l-th bits of the VNs, and are denoted by c l k , 1 ≤ k ≤ |A l |. The edges from A l is represented by an adjacent matrix H L l . SC-LDPC codes, with their excellent waterfall performance, are adequate to be applied here [9] , [10] .
Each global CN in A G , denoted by c G j , 1 ≤ j ≤ |A G |, is a compound CN consisting of W CNs c G j,w , 1 ≤ w ≤ W . Any compound edge connecting c G j and v i contains multiple edges connecting v i,l and c G j,w , and is described by an adjacent matrix H i,j ∈ GF(2) W ×M . Each H i,j is randomly chosen from a set H of elements from GF(2) W ×M . Note that 2 ≤ W ≤ M , and when W = M and A L = ∅, the global CN part in the joint local-global code degenerates to a non-binary LDPC code of GF(2 M ). Smaller W is expected to offer better code rate without a huge degradation of performance because of the local property of the channel.
C. Joint Local-Global Belief Propagation
The traditional belief propagation can be generalized to be applied to the decoding algorithm of our proposed code. Denote the sets of neighboring VNs of c l j and c j by N l j , N G j , respectively. Denote the sets of neighboring local CNs from A l and global CNs of v i by T l i and 
where φ(x) = − log(tanh(x/2)), and L ch i , f M,l , L, L c G j →vi are defined as follows:
,
Remark 1. Here F W refers to the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on Galois field GF(2 M ), i.e., F W (p) = H ⊗M p, where p ∈ R 2 M and H is defined as follows:
It is not hard to verify that for vectors p 1 , p 2 representing probability distributions of two random variables X 1 , X 2 , over GF (2 M ), the probability distribution of
). Proof. Based on similar assumptions specified in [11] , i.e., the independence of constraints representing each neighboring CN of each VN conditioned on that VN, we obtain the following VN-to-CN updating laws,
Similarly, we derive the CN-to-VN updating laws as follows,
Remark 2. Observe that the first two terms of L vi→c l j and L vi→c G j [t] represent information flow between neighboring local CNs, and that between neighboring global CNs of v i , respectively, whereas the last term of L vi→c l j and L vi→c G j [t] denotes information flow between local CNs and global CNs that goes through their shared neighbor v i . This information flow enables the mutual-modification of priors of local CNs and global CNs. This interactive-modification results in decoding error rates better than that of the independent coding schemes.
IV. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we first discuss the latency issues of the iterative decoder and present an algorithm that exploits the parallel structure of the decoder for lower latency. Then, we show simulation results of our joint local-global codes with different local vs. global CNs split.
A. Decoding Algorithm
To make the joint local-global BP algorithm more timeefficient, we apply the following optimization to enable a highly parallel fashioned implementation of the decoder, which is presented as Algorithm 1.
1) Pre-calculation and reuse of common components among LLRs of different edges in the Tanner graph that connects to the same VN or CN. 2) Iterative algorithm for computing f M,l .
To compute f M,l , 1 ≤ l ≤ M , an iterative algorithm that requires (2 M +1 − M − 2) operations can be applied while simply implementing the matrix multiplication requires M 2 M operations. Given that M is typically small, i.e., M ≤ 10, the gain O(1/M ) in terms of complexity seems not to be too attractive. However, the iterative algorithm 
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Then, it is not hard to verify that functions L and L have the following relation for all function f , set A and a ∈ A: (L(f, A) , a)) .
By this property, the CNs-to-VNs updating phase can be implemented in a parallel fashion to reduce both complexity and latency.
B. Simulation Results
Our preliminary investigation suggests that there is a nontrivial dependency between the best local vs. global CNs split and channel conditions. Fig. 4 presents simulation results of a rate 1/2 joint local-global codes with length 2000 and M = W = 5, for the timing-jitter only channel described as: P Y |X (y|x) = ce − |y−x| 2 σ (c is the normalization constant). The local binary codes are randomly constructed as regular LDPC codes with VN degree being 3, and the global non-binary codes only have degree 1 VNs. Parameter α denotes the fraction of CNs that are Global CNs, i.e.,
As is shown in Fig. 4 , we notice that by replacing up to 20% of the local binary CNs with global non-binary CNs, the FER is improved by 0.5dB in the threshold region and even more in the early waterfall region, which is a significant improvement of the performance without a huge penalty in decoder complexity.
Among the curves considered, we observe that a higher α does not necessarily result in a lower FER (see e.g., α = 0.2 vs. α = 0.225). Moreover, when we add small uniform noise, parameterized by β, to get the extended channel model P Y |X (y|x) = ce − |y−x| 2 σ + β, we have the same finding: best α was not the highest. Fig. 5 presents simulation results of codes having parameters identical to that of Fig. 4 , on a joint channel with β = 0.001. These examples suggest the existence of the optimal α for the given channel conditions, and our future goal will be to characterize this value. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the channel model in the information reconciliation phase for QKD. To correct errors in this channel, we proposed a code construction that jointly corrects the local errors and the global errors in the QKD channel. To better utilize this coding method, we also presented a balanced modulation scheme that is appropriate for this construction.
Simulation results indicate a nontrivial improvement of our proposed scheme over the independent coding scheme. Future work includes structural construction of constituent codes to further improve the performance and the encoding complexity.
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